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About This Content

This DLC contains a fireproof suit that prevents fire damage on Abby and grants the ability to craft incendiary
ammunition.

On a tropical island night, all you need is some fireworks to bring a smile to your face, right? Well, now you can light ‘em up all
on your own.

Equip Abby with a fireproof suit and teach her how to craft incendiary bullets. Because who doesn’t want to walk
through flames while lighting their enemies on fire? Not just for pyromaniacs, kids! Get ‘em while they’re hot!

• Ready to be smoking hot (but not burned)? Then get in that fireproof suit and strut your stuff!

• Walk through flaming bushes unharmed. Toss those Molotov cocktails with wild abandon!

• What’s better than firing ammo? Firing FIRE AMMO, of course. Master the incendiary bullet crafting skill to make your
guns shoot flaming projectiles.
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I mean its cheap, but you know.. This game is entirely to my taste. I felt funny when I started this game. This game is lovely.
Also, the character is very cute. Unfortunately, fewer players play this game. Many maps and difficulties are also significant. Up
to four players can play this game together. I hope to play this game with many people.. Greed is a boring and broken mess.
There is a complete lack of a story, interesting gear, and enemy variety. The controls are clunky and unresponsive. You will find
yourself constantly running into enemies instead of shooting at them. Combat is dull. Enemies are bullet sponges and take
forever to kill. Skills are seizure inducing.

Tunngle is required to get multiplayer working, and even then there are quirks to joining a game and when you do be prepared
for bugs and friendly fire.

My full video review is available here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzGdFIl--Q0. I used to play this game a whole lot back when it first came out on Xbox 360,
so I decided to give it a shot yet again. First things first, the tutorial missions may just be the most boring thing I have ever had
to do in a video game. They take for goddamn ever, but I will admit they are very useful to learn about all the things you can do
in this game, which is of course their purpose. They honestly just should have found a way to make an almost 45 minute tutorial
fun. Once you get into the real game though, you are automatically hit with one of the most cheesy, awful video game campaign
stories ever with laughably bad dialogue and characters that look like plastic dolls and act like them too. Henry Walker and
Donald's bromance makes the bromance from Pearl Harbor not look like the worst thing to come out of movies in the early
2000s. Everything else about the story is forgettable, but it does stay true to what happened in World War II's early pacific
campaign which I guess gives it a few points. Graphics-wise, as mentioned earlier, it looks pretty terrible but the game is from
2007, basically 2006, so you gotta let it slide. Plus graphics don't make a game anyway.

So I just trashed everything not important about this game, but I had to get it out. The gameplay is actually extremely fun, and
even would I dare say replayable. It's a shame the campaign is so short, but this replayability definitely helps that fact. Some
missions are just so much fun to play that its nice to go back every once and awhile to play again. However, if you are not
playing on the highest difficulty (and normal on some missions), the game is laughably easy. I kind of like playing on easy
though because it lets you focus on destroying every single unit the Japanese have in store without dying. The plane gameplay is
extremely fun and very much like arcade mode on War Thunder, just with a lot less realism. This is definitely not some flight
simulator, because I don't think the things I pull off sometimes in those planes are actually possible. Submarines are also a blast
to play as for obvious reasons, they just don't show up in the campaign enough is the sad thing. Captaining boats is not the most
fun thing in the world, but it could be worse. It is usually in boats, mainly aircraft carriers, where you use a lot of the tactical
stuff this game has to offer. These real time strategy parts of the game are what keep it from being another average war game,
and they are very well done and easy to use. Just get ready for a whole bunch of multi-tasking if you are playing on higher
difficulties. There are also special missions for each class (sub, plane, ship) that are unrelated to the story though, and they are
usually fun but much more difficult than the main campaign.

All in all, even though this review starts with a bunch of negative stuff, everything I blasted is basically irrelevant to the game. If
you are looking for a game that is a lot of fun through and through, this is one to definitely consider. I recommend this mainly
for all into war games, World War II's pacific campaign (the game isn't a history channel documentary but it'll do), tactical
games, and games like War Thunder, but basically anyone can probably pick this up and enjoy it. 7/10 from me. I am looking
forward to trying out its sequel for the first time, Battlestations: Pacific.. I had to see it to believe how everyone disliked this
game. I confirm it runs on windows 10 but it is terrible. Glitchy pauses dont bother with it!!! I made that mistake.
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i bought this game long ago, not sure if its just me but i thought this game sucked, i havnt played it since

wish i could get a refund but i didnt realize steam did that at the time so now im stuck with a game ill never play. I paid $3 to
become a rabbit, save a city from terrorism by remembering the basics of CQC, and fall in love with a cat man.

Yeah it do.. A tiny, yet addictive, game. I really enjoy the randomized world. But please give us a proper pause/menu screen
mid-game!. how did this even happen. Great retro-inspired game play!. Mouse Control looks like is from Playstation 2 joystick.
After already having a lot of fun with the demo I am really happy to see this game in EA. I like the pacing a lot, the soundtrack
is thrilling, the visuals very unique (love the particle effects) and the three game modes so far are really distinctive with a
different tone and challenge.

I am looking forward what will be added but I have to say, the state the game is already in is worth the current price totally.
---
Nachdem ich mit der Demo schon sehr viel Spa\u00df hatte, freut es mich sehr, das Spiel im EA zu sehen. Das Pacing ist super,
der Soundtrack genial, die Optik ziemlich einzigartig (und erst die Partikeleffekte...) und alle drei Spielmodi sind ziemlich
verschieden, sowohl in ihrer Tonalit\u00e4t und der Herausforderung.

Mal schauen, was noch alles dazu komme, aber der aktuelle Zustand des Spiels rechtfertigt den kleinen Preis schon jetzt
allemal.. Played the game sober and it was not much to talk about.... Just another timed button pressing pattern time game.
Played the game intoxicated.... Most amazing game ever! very trippy. I probably would not pay full price but if you get it in a
bundle like me or find a nice deal and like to play games under the influence then this is worth a glance.
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